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Four halves of the inverse property

in loop extensions

Uzi Vishne

Abstract. Any two of the left, right, weak and antiautomorphic inverse properties of a loop
imply the full inverse property. Considering these properties in the context of nuclear loop
extensions 1→K→L→Q→1, we discover an action of the infinite dihedral group on C2(Q,K)

whose subspaces fixed under odd subgroups precisely correspond to these classical loop properties.

When in doubt, look for the group!
(André Weil)

1. Introduction

A set equipped with a (nonassociative) binary operation is called a loop if it has a
unit element, and left and right multiplications are invertible. Thus every element
has a unique left inverse and a unique right inverse. A loop has the inverse property
if the left and right inverses coincide, and the identities x−1(xy) = (yx)x−1 = y
hold. Any group has the inverse property, but there are plenty of other examples
(see [4]). This paper is concerned with a cohomological structure governing various
generalizations of the inverse property.

Let L be a loop. The actions on L by left and right multiplication by x ∈ L
are denoted `x and rx, respectively. The left and right inverses of x are denoted
xλ and xρ, respectively. The maps λ, ρ :L→L satisfy λρ = ρλ = id. We consider
the following properties of loops, all studied by multiple authors before.

(LI) xλ(xy) = y (the left inverse property).

(RI) (yx)xρ = y (the right inverse property).

(WI) (xy)z = 1 precisely when x(yz) = 1 (the weak inverse property).

(AI) (xy)λ = yλxλ, equivalently (xy)ρ = yρxρ (the antiautomorphic inverse prop-
erty).
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(IP) both left and right inverse properties (the inverse property).

(Inv) All elements are invertible (λ = ρ).

(H) The map λ2 (equivalently ρ2) is a loop homomorphism.

The logical dependencies are given in Figure 1 (up-side down, anticipating the
refinement given in Figure , see Section ). We call (LI), (RI), (WI) and (AI) the
“four halves” of the inverse property, because, as we show below, any two of these
conditions imply the inverse property (IP) and thus all the others.

We study these properties for loops arising as nuclear extensions of a group Q
by an abelian group K. Let C2(Q,K) = {c :Q×Q→K} be the function space
parameterizing the extensions via the classical factor set construction. We say
that a subspace X ⊆C2(Q,K) “is” the loop property P if the extension (K,Q, c)
has P precisely when c ∈ X. The purpose of this paper is to exhibit an action of
the infinite dihedral group, which was discovered by Artzy [5, Prop. 3.2], in the
cohomological context. Let D∞ denote the infinite dihedral group, and C∞ its
cyclic subgroup of index 2. We say that a subgroup is even if it is contained in
C∞, and odd otherwise.

Theorem 1.1. There is an action of D∞ on the space C2(Q,K), such that the
subspaces fixed under subgroups of D∞ are:

• (LI), (RI), (AI) and (IP) (for odd subgroups) and

• (W2n+1) and (Hn) (for even subgroups).

A loop has the property (Hn) if λ2n is a homomorphism; thus (H1) = (H). The
m-inverse properties (Wm), defined in Section , are variations on the weak inverse
property, which is (WI) = (W−1).

The action of D∞ in the theorem preserves the coboundaries B2(Q,K) elemen-
twise, and is in particular well-defined on the quotient space C2(Q,K)/B2(Q,K)
which classifies extensions up to equivalence.

As we see below, any two of the four halves define the group action, and in
this sense could have defined the other properties. Notice that there are infinitely
many odd subgroups, a-priori each with its own fixed subspace. The fact that
our action has finitely many fixed subspaces under odd subgroups indicates a
strong connection between the four halves and places (W2n+1) and (Hn) as their
conceptual derivatives.

Section provides a brief sketch of the properties of loops we encounter in this
paper. The proofs follow standard arguments, and are given here for completeness.
In Section we define loop extensions arising from an action of a group Q on an
abelian group K, and characterize the four properties (LI), (RI), (WI) and (AI)
of the extension (K,Q, c) in terms of conditions on the factor set c ∈ C2(Q,K).
Further details are given in Section , where we find similar characterization for
(Inv) and (H).
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Figure 1: Logical dependencies of loop properties

In Section we introduce the action of the infinite dihedral group D∞ on
C2(Q,K); the action preserves equivalence classes of extensions. Proposition 6.1
ties the loop properties with the dihedral action, and Theorem 7.1 proves the
odd part of Theorem 1.1. Section studies the m-inverse properties, denoted here
(Wm), which include the k-fold weak inverse properties (WkIP). Theorem 8.8
covers the even part of Theorem 1.1. Finally, in Section we specialize to the case
Q = Z4 and provide some examples and counterexamples.

We thank the referee for helpful remarks on an earlier version of this paper,
which in particular led to the current Section .

2. Four halves of the inverse property

In this section we provide equivalent formulations for each of the four halves of (IP),
and prove:

Proposition 2.1. Any two of the properties (LI), (RI), (WI) and (AI) imply the
(full) inverse property.

Counterexamples, showing that none of the four halves implies (IP) on its own,
are given in Corollary 9.3.

2.1. The left and right inverse properties

Let L be a loop. If the inverse of `x has the form `y for some y, then necessarily
`−1x = `xλ . Indeed, if xy = `x`y(1) = 1 then y = xλ. Likewise if the inverse of rx
has the form ry, then r−1x = rxρ .

Proposition 2.2.
a The left inverse property is equivalent to `−1x = `xλ for every x.
b. The right inverse property is equivalent to r−1x = rxρ for every x.
c. Each of the properties (LI) and (RI) implies (Inv).
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Proof. The identity xλ(xy) = y is equivalent to `xλ`x = id so `−1x = `xλ . Now
suppose `xλ = `−1x for all x. Then `xλ2 = `−1

xλ
= `x, implying xλ

2

= x, and so
λ2 = id. But then ρ = λ−1 = λ, so all elements are invertible. The proof for right
inverse is similar.

The left (resp. right) inverse property holds for all isotopes of a loop L, if
and only if L satisfies the left (resp. right) Bol axiom `x`y`x = `x(yx) (resp.
rxryrx = r(xy)x), [12, Thm 3.1].

2.2. The antiautomorphic inverse property
Proposition 2.3. The following properties of a loop are equivalent.

(a) (xy)λ = yλxλ (namely antiautomorphic inverse).

(a′) (xy)ρ = yρxρ.

(b) ry = ρ`yλλ.

(b′) ry = λ`yρρ.

(c) rxλ = λ`xρ.

(c′) rxρ = ρ`xλ.

Proof. Condition (a) is equivalent to (b) by the action on x, and to (c) by the
action on y. Condition (a′) is equivalent to (b′) by the action on x, and to (c′) by
the action on y. Taking x = yλ in (c′) we get (b).

Proposition 2.4. (IP) =⇒ (AI) =⇒ (Inv).

Proof. Assuming (IP) we have (xy)−1 = ((xy)−1x)x−1 = ((xy)−1(xy · y−1))x−1 =
y−1x−1. Assuming (AI), we have xxλ = (xρ)λxλ = (xxρ)λ = 1λ = 1, so xλ =
xρ.

For example, every automorphic loop (=all inner maps are automorphisms)
has the antiautomorphic inverse property [8, Cor. 6.6]. Artzy proved that an (IP)
loop all of whose isotopes satisfy (AI) is a Moufang loop [2] (see also [1]).

2.3. The weak inverse property
Weak inverse loops are of interest mostly due to Osborn’s theorem that their
one-sided nuclei coincide [11].

Proposition 2.5. The following properties of a loop are equivalent.

(a)′ x(yz) = 1 if and only if (xy)z = 1 (namely weak inverse).

(b)′ if x(yz) = 1 then (xy)z = 1.
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(b′) if (xy)z = 1 then x(yz) = 1.

(c)′ (yz)λy = zλ.

(c′) y(xy)ρ = xρ.

(d)′ ry = λ`−1y ρ.

Proof. Condition (b)′ says that if x = (yz)λ then xy = zλ, namely (yz)λy =
zλ, which is condition (c)′. Action on z interprets this condition as ryλ`y = λ,
which is condition (d)′. Similarly (b′) is equivalent to (c′) and to (d)′; and (a)′=
(b)′+(b′).

Proposition 2.6. The property (AI), together with either (LI) or (RI), im-
plies (WI).

Proof. If (xy)z = 1 then z = (xy)−1 = y−1x−1 by (AI) and then x(yz) =
x(y(y−1x−1)) = xx−1 = 1 by (LI). Similarly if x(yz) = 1 then x = (yz)−1 =
z−1y−1 by the (AI) and then (xy)z = (z−1y−1 · y)z = z−1z = 1 by (RI).

Osborn [11, p. 296] notes that (WI) =⇒ (H) (but (WI) 6=⇒ (Inv), see Exam-
ple 9.5).

2.4. Any two suffice

We move to prove Proposition 2.1.

Proof. The inverse property clearly implies both (LI), (RI), and by Proposition 2.4
it also implies (AI). By Proposition 2.6, (WI) follows as well.

1. Assume (LI) and (RI). The inverse property holds by Proposition 2.2.(c).

2. Assume (WI) and either (LI) or (RI). All elements are invertible. Now
Proposition 2.5.(d)′ gives ry = λ`−1y λ−1, so taking y−1 for y we get ry−1 =

λ`−1y−1λ
−1, implying that ryry−1 = λ(`y−1`y)−1λ−1, so the left inverse prop-

erty ryry−1 = id is equivalent to the right inverse property `y−1`y = id; but
we assume one of them holds, so both do.

3. Assume (AI) and either (LI) or (RI). Then by Proposition 2.3.(b′), ry =
λ`y−1λ−1, so taking y−1 for y we get ry−1 = λ`yλ

−1, implying once more
ryry−1 = λ(`y−1`y)−1λ−1. The argument continues as in 2.

4. Finally if (WI) and (AI) hold, then λ`yλρ = ry = λ`−1y ρ by Proposi-
tions 2.3.(b′) and 2.5.(d)′, implying `yλ = `−1y which is the left inverse prop-
erty, and we are done by 2. or 3.
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3. Loop extensions
Let L′ and L′′ be loops. A loop L is an extension of L′ by L′′ if there is a short
exact sequence of loop homomorphisms 1−→L′′−→L−→L′−→1. This classical
construction is systematically studied in the recent paper [9] (also see the references
therein). The extension is nuclear if the image of L′′ is contained in the nucleus
of L. Our focus here is on loops obtained as nuclear extensions of a group by an
abelian group.

Let Q be a group acting on an abelian group K. We denote the action by
q : k 7→ kq, so that kqq

′
= (kq

′
)q. For a function c :Q × Q→K satisfying c1,q =

cq,1 = 1 for all q ∈ Q, let (K,Q, c) denote the set K × Q = {kq : k ∈ K, q ∈ Q}
with the binary operation

kq · k′q′ = kk′
q
cq,q′(qq

′).

We always have that K is a normal nuclear subgroup of the loop (K,Q, c). It is
well known that (K,Q, c) is a group if and only if c satisfies the 2-cocycle condition

cq,q′cqq′,q′′ = cqq′,q′′cq,q′q′′ . (1)

The semidirect extension L = K oQ with respect to the given action corresponds
to the trivial co-cycle c = 1.

We say that c, c′ are equivalent (and write c ≈ c′) if there are aq ∈ K, a1 = 1,
such that c′q,q′ = aqa

q
q′a
−1
qq′cq,q′ . There is an extension isomorphism (K,Q, c) →

(K,Q, c′), namely a loop isomorphism preserving K elements-wise and each of the
cosets Kq, if and only if c ≈ c′.

The “diagonal” entries cq,q−1 of the function c :Q×Q→ K play a special role
in the computations to follow. We thus denote

γq = cq,q−1 , (2)

always understood as depending on c. Writing k−q = (k−1)q = (kq)−1, we have
in (K,Q, c) that

(kq)λ = k−q
−1

γ−1q−1q
−1, (3)

(kq)ρ = k−q
−1

γ−q
−1

q q−1. (4)

Proposition 3.1. The loop (K,Q, c) satisfies the property:

(LI) if cp,qc
p
p−1,pq = γpp−1 .

(RI) if cp,qcpq,q−1 = γpq .

(WI) if cp,qc
−p
q,(pq)−1 = γpγ

−1
pq .

(AI) if cp,qc
pq
q−1,p−1 = γpp−1γ

pq
q−1γ

−pq
(pq)−1 , equivalently if cp,qc

pq
q−1,p−1 = γpγ

p
qγ
−1
pq .
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Proof. Computation with the defining identities, based on Equations (3) and (4).
For the antiautomorphic inverse property we used both (a) and (a′) of Proposi-
tion 2.3 (so each of the conditions cp,qc

pq
q−1,p−1 = γpp−1γ

pq
q−1γ

−pq
(pq)−1 and cp,qc

pq
q−1,p−1 =

γpγ
p
qγ
−1
pq suffices).

4. Detecting (Inv) and (H)

Recall that C1(Q,K) = {a :Q→K} and C2(Q,K) = {c :Q×Q→K} are the spaces
of unary and binary functions from Q to the abelian group K. The differential
map δ1 : C1(Q,K)→ C2(Q,K), defined by

(δ1a)p,q = apa
p
qa
−1
pq ,

gives rise to the groups of cocycles

Z1(Q,K) = Ker(δ1)

and coboundaries
B2(Q,K) = Im(δ1)

(see [3]). The loop extensions (K,Q, c), up to equivalence, are in correspondence
with the quotient C2(Q,K)/B2(Q,K). The properties listed in Proposition 3.1 are
well-defined up to equivalence of c because they are preserved by loop isomorphism;
alternatively by direct computation.

For any k ∈ K and q ∈ Q, we have in (K,Q, c) that

(kq)(kq)λ = (kq−1)ρ(kq−1) = γ−qq−1γq,

which is independent of k (compare to [6, Lemma 4.2], that every element of a
Buchsteiner loop satisfies xρx = xxλ). Motivated by this quantity, we define a
function ψ : C2(Q,K)→ C1(Q,K) by

(ψc)q = c−qq−1,qcq,q−1 = γ−qq−1γq.

Proposition 4.1. The function ψ is a well-defined group homomorphism

ψ : C2(Q,K)/B2(Q,K)→ C1(Q,K).

Proof. Verify that (ψδ1a) = a−qq−1a
−1
q · a1qa

q
q−1 = 1 for every a ∈ C1(Q,K), showing

that ψ is trivial on B2(Q,K).

In particular, ψc is defined in terms of the equivalence class of the loop (K,Q, c).
Complementing Proposition 3.1, we have:

Proposition 4.2. The loop (K,Q, c) satisfies the property:
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(Inv) if ψc = 1.

(H) if δ1ψc = 1.

Proof. The first statement follows from the computation (kq)(kq)λ = (ψc)q (for
any k ∈ K and q ∈ Q). By (3) we find that (kq)λ

2

= kγqq−1γ
−1
q q and (kq)ρ

2

=

kγqγ
−q
q−1q, namely

(kq)λ
2

= (ψc)−1q · kq; (5)

(kq)ρ
2

= (ψc)q · kq. (6)

This proves the first claim. One can then verify that λ2 is a homomorphism if and
only if (δ1ψc)q,q′ = γqq−1γ

−1
q (γq

′

q′−1γ
−1
q′ )q(γqq

′

(qq′)−1γ
−1
qq′ )
−1 = 1.

Taking q = p−1 in the condition for (AI) given in Proposition 3.1, we obtain the
condition of (Inv) as stated in Proposition 4.2, consistently with the implication
(AI) =⇒ (Inv) of Proposition 2.4.

4.1. Extensions of Z2

As an illustration we consider extensions with the largest nucleus, namely the case
when Q = 〈σ〉 is the cyclic group of order 2. (The case Q = Z4 is described
in Section ). Since |Q| = 2, the factor set c is determined by the single value
γσ = cσ,σ ∈ K. Let us describe the properties of (K,Q, c) in this case.

Example 4.3. Suppose L = (K,Q, c) is a nuclear loop extension of Q = Z2 by
an abelian group. Then:

a. (WI) always holds.

b. (Inv) implies associativity.

Indeed, the conditions in Proposition 3.1 hold trivially when p = 1 or q = 1, so it
remains to substitute p = q = σ. We find that (WI) holds trivially. Also, (ψc)σ =
γ−1σ γσσ , so ψc = 1 if and only if γσ ∈ Kσ, which is equivalent to associativity.

We also note that the loops in this subsection are all conjugacy closed, see [7].

5. A dihedral action

We use the conditions for (LI) and (RI) in Proposition 3.1 to define operators

α, β : C2(Q,K)→ C2(Q,K)
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as follows:

(αc)p,q = γpp−1 c
−p
p−1,pq,

(βc)p,q = γpq c
−1
pq,q−1 ,

where tautologically γq = cq,q−1 by (2).

Remark 5.1. The maps α, β are built on top of the involutorial maps (p, q) 7→
(p−1, pq) and (p, q) 7→ (pq, q−1), generating an action of the symmetric group S3

on the space of pairs Q2. In fact, if Q = Z we obtain the irreducible representation

S3↪→GL2(Z) generated by the involutions
(
−1 1

0 1

)
and

(
1 0
1 −1

)
.

Proposition 5.2. The operators α, β define an action of the infinite dihedral
group D∞ on C2(Q,K); namely α2 = β2 = id.

Proof. We have that

(α2c)p,q = (αc)pp−1,p(αc)
−p
p−1,pq = (cp

−1

p,p−1c
−p−1

p,1 )p(cp
−1

p,p−1c
−p−1

p,q )−p = cp,q;

and
(β2c)p,q = (βc)pq,q−1(βc)−1pq,q−1 = (cqq−1,qc

−1
1,q)

p(cpqq−1,qc
−1
p,q)
−1 = cp,q;

thus 〈α, β〉 is a dihedral group (which by Proposition 5.6 below is infinite for a
generic K).

Remark 5.3. Both α and β act trivially on B2(Q,K), so 〈α, β〉 acts on the
quotient space C2(Q,K)/B2(Q,K). (However, see Example 9.7 below.)

Indeed, we also have that

(αδ1a)p,q = (δ1a)pp−1,p(δ
1a)−pp−1,pq = (ap−1ap

−1

p a−11 )p(ap−1ap
−1

pq a−1q )−p

= apa
−1
pq a

p
q = (δ1a)p,q,

and likewise βδ1a = δ1a.

Remark 5.4. We point out some useful computations.

1. The diagonal entries of α and β are

(αc)p,p−1 = (βc)p,p−1 = cpp−1,p;

and therefore
(αβc)p,p−1 = (βαc)p,p−1 = cp,p−1 .

2. Define Γ : C2(Q,K) → C1(Q,K) by Γc = γ, namely (Γc)p = cp,p−1 ; then
Γαβ = Γ.
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3. We have that ψαc = ψβc = ψc−1. Therefore ψαβ = ψ.

Proof. Taking q = p−1 in the definition of α, β gives (1). (2) follows from the
definition of Γc = γ. Since ψc can be computed from Γc = γ, we conclude (3)
from (2).

Let us compute some elements in the orbit of c ∈ C2(Q,K) under the action.

Proposition 5.5. The following formulas hold:

(αβc)p,q = γpγ
−1
pq c

p
q,(pq)−1 ; (7)

(βαc)p,q = γpqq−1γ
−pq
(pq)−1 c

pq
(pq)−1,p; (8)

(αβαc)p,q = γpp−1γ
pq
q−1γ

−pq
(pq)−1 c

−pq
q−1,p−1 ; (9)

(βαβc)p,q = γpγ
p
qγ
−1
pq c

−pq
q−1,p−1 . (10)

Proof. Direct computation, aided by Proposition 5.4.(1).

Careful substitution then proves:

Proposition 5.6. We have the equality (αβ)3c = c · δ1ψc.

We write XG = {x ∈ X : (∀g ∈ G) gx = x} for the subspace of X fixed under
the action of a group G.

Corollary 5.7. We have that

C2(Q,K)
〈(αβ)3〉

= ψ−1Z1(Q,K).

Proof. By Proposition 5.6, the elements fixed under (αβ)3 are those c for which
δ1ψc = 1, namely ψc ∈ Z1(Q,K) = Ker(δ1).

Notice that while the dihedral group D∞ acts on the full space C2(Q,K) (in a
free manner, if K has elements of infinite order), there is an action of its quotient

〈α, β〉/
〈
(αβ)3

〉∼=S3 on the fixed subspace C2(Q,K)
〈(αβ)3〉.

6. Loops and the dihedral action
We now interpret the loop properties from the introduction in terms of the dihedral
action introduced in Section .

Proposition 6.1. Let c ∈ C2(Q,K). The loop (K,Q, c) has the property:

(LI) if and only if αc = c.

(RI) if and only if βc = c.
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(WI) if and only if αβc = c.

(AI) if and only if αβαc = c, if and only if βαβc = c.

(IP) if and only if αc = βc = c.

Proof. This is an interpretation of the conditions of Proposition 3.1, in the lan-
guage of the operators as spelled out in Proposition 5.5. For example, (K,Q, c)
has (LI) when cp,q = γpp−1c

−p
p−1,pq = (αc)p,q.

The dual description of (AI) in Proposition 6.1 allows us to extract a curious
fact (especially in light of αβα and βαβ not being conjugate in the group, see
Remark 7.3):

Corollary 6.2. C2(Q,K)
〈αβα〉

= C2(Q,K)
〈βαβ〉

.

Even more surprising, the loop theoretic description of the fixed subspaces
gives the following inclusions:

Corollary 6.3. We have that

C2(Q,K)
〈α〉
, C2(Q,K)

〈β〉
, C2(Q,K)

〈αβα〉 ⊆ Ker(ψ) ⊆ C2(Q,K)
〈(αβ)3〉

.

Proof. If c ∈ C2(Q,K) is fixed under α, β or αβα, then (K,Q, c) has the properties
(LI), (RI) or (AI) respectively, implying (Inv) in each case; but (Inv) means ψc = 1
by Proposition 4.2. This proves the first statement. Likewise if ψc = 1 then clearly
δ1ψc = 1, and by Corollary 5.7 we then get that (αβ)3c = c.

We also note the trivial inclusion C2(Q,K)
〈αβ〉⊆C2(Q,K)

〈(αβ)3〉, which in the
same manner encodes the implication (WI) =⇒ (H).

7. The fixed subspaces
The element αβ ofD∞ is well defined up to inversion, as the generator of the unique
subgroup C∞ of index 2. Moreover, C∞ contains all the non-torsion elements
of D∞, and these are the elements of even length in terms of the generators α, β
(or any other pair of generating involutions). Recall that a subgroup is even if it
is contained in C∞, and odd otherwise. We analyze odd subgroups in this section,
and even subgroups in Section .

Theorem 7.1. Any fixed subspace C2(Q,K)
H
, under an odd subgroup H ≤ D∞,

is one of the subspaces

(LI) = C2(Q,K)
〈α〉
, (RI) = C2(Q,K)

〈β〉
, (AI) = C2(Q,K)

〈αβα〉

and
(IP) = C2(Q,K)

〈α,β〉
.
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Proof. For g, g′ ∈ D∞, let us write that g ≈ g′ if C2(Q,K)
〈g〉

= C2(Q,K)
〈g′〉.

Since C2(Q,K)
〈ghg−1〉

= g(C2(Q,K)
〈h〉

), this equivalence relation is stable under
joint conjugation. Corollary 6.2 tells us that αβα ≈ βαβ. Conjugation by α gives
β ≈ αβαβα. These facts can be restated as (αβ)iα ≈ (αβ)i−3α for i = 1, 2.
We have that (αβ)j(αβ)kα(αβ)−j = (αβ)k+2jα, which now implies (αβ)iα ≈
(αβ)i−3α for any i ∈ Z. It follows that every odd element has the same fixed
subspace as one of the three elements α, β, αβα (corresponding to i = 0,−1, 1).

Now let H ≤ D∞ be an odd subgroup. Since the intersection with 〈αβ〉 is
cyclic, we may write H =

〈
g, (αβ)k

〉
where g is an odd element and k ∈ Z.

Then C2(Q,K)
H

= C2(Q,K)
〈g〉∩C2(Q,K)

〈(αβ)k〉, so by the previous paragraph g
can be replaced by one of the elements α, β, αβα. By Corollary 6.3 we con-

clude that C2(Q,K)
H ⊆C2(Q,K)

〈(αβ)3,(αβ)k〉. If k is divisible by 3 it follows
that C2(Q,K)

H
= C2(Q,K)

〈g〉
; and otherwise C2(Q,K)

H
= C2(Q,K)

〈g,αβ〉
=

C2(Q,K)
〈α,β〉

.

Recall that Z2(Q,K) is the space of elements c ∈ C2(Q,K) satisfying the 2-
cocycle condition (1); namely those c for which (K,Q, c) is a group. Since every
group has the inverse property (IP), we proved:

Corollary 7.2. Z2(Q,K)⊆C2(Q,K)
〈α,β〉

.

In other words, our groupD∞ acts trivially on the cohomology group H2(Q,K) =
Z2(Q,K)/B2(Q,K), which explains why it went unobserved in the classical theory
of group extensions. The facts proved in Sections – are summarized in Figure 2.

C2(Q,K)

(H)=C2(Q,K)
〈(αβ)3〉

(Inv)=Ker(ψ)

(AI)=C2(Q,K)
〈αβα〉

(LI)=C2(Q,K)
〈α〉

(RI)=C2(Q,K)
〈β〉

(WI)=C2(Q,K)
〈αβ〉

(IP)=C2(Q,K)
〈α,β〉

(Associative)=Z2(Q,K)

(Trivial)=B2(Q,K)

Figure 2. Subgroups of C2(Q,K), ordered by inclusion, and the respective properties of
the loops (K,Q, c)
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7.1. The opposite loop

The opposite serves as a left-right mirror, explaining expected symmetries. Recall
that the opposite loop Lop has the same underlying set as L, with the reverse
multiplication.

Remark 7.3. We have that (K,Q, c)
op∼= (K,Q, τc) via the map (kq)

op 7→ kq
−1

q−1,
where τ : C2(Q,K) → C2(Q,K) is defined by (τc)p,q = cpqq−1,p−1 . (This is an iso-
morphism of loops, even if not an equivalence of extensions since K is not fixed
elementwise). We have that τ2 = 1 and τα = βτ by computation. Consequently,
the group 〈α, β, τ〉 = 〈τ, α〉, which is by itself infinite dihedral, acts by conjugation
on its subgroup 〈α, β〉 as the full group of automorphisms. The action of 〈τ, α〉 on
loops is discussed in [5].

It follows that a-priori

C2(Q,K)
〈β〉

= τ(C2(Q,K)
〈α〉

),

C2(Q,K)
〈βαβ〉

= τ(C2(Q,K)
〈αβα〉

),

C2(Q,K)
〈αβ〉

= τ(C2(Q,K)
〈αβ〉

);

indeed (LI) and (RI) are dual with respect to the opposite, while the other prop-
erties are left-right symmetric.

We also have that ψτ = ψ, in line with the fact that (Inv) is invariant to taking
the opposite.

8. Generalizations of the weak inverse property
Following an insightful suggestion by the referee, we show in this section how
the “doubly weak inverse property” and some of its generalizations fall under the
framework of fixed subgroups of C2(Q,K).

8.1. The m-inverse properties

For m ∈ Z, a loop is said to have the m-inverse property, which we denote here
by (Wm), if it satisfies the equivalent conditions

(xy)ρ
m

xρ
m+1

= yρ
m

; (11)

xλ
m+1

(yx)λ
m

= yλ
m

; (12)
ρm`xρ

−m = r−1
xρm+1 ; (13)

λmrxλ
−m = `−1

xλm+1 . (14)

Indeed, (11)=(13) and (12)=(14) by the action on y, and (14) is obtained from (13)
by taking xλ

m+1

for x.
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These properties were introduced by Karkliňš and Karkliň [10], see [6, Sec-
tion 3]. By Proposition 2.5(c)′the weak inverse property is (WI)=(W−1). One of
the key facts on this sequence, proven in [6, Lemma 3.1], is that

(Wm) =⇒ (W−2m−1), (15)

resulting in the chain

(WI) (W1IP) +3 (W2IP) +3 (W3IP) +3 (W4IP) +3 · · ·

where (WkIP) is defined for k ≥ 1 as (Wm) for m = (−2)k−1
3 . The “doubly weak

inverse property” (W2IP)=(W1) holds in any Buchsteiner loop, where (WI) does
not necessarily hold.

Before characterizing the possible m-inverse properties of any given loop, we
propose a change of indices, and write (W′1+3m) instead of (Wm). Although hard
to justify in terms of the defining identities (11)–(14), the formulation of various
facts becomes cleaner in this manner. For example (15) reads (W′`) =⇒ (W′−2`),
and (WkIP) = (W′(−2)k).

We call a subset of 1 + 3Z a principal ideal if it is has the form (1 + 3Z)` for
some ` ∈ 1 + 3Z. Notice that every two numbers `, `′ ∈ 1 + 3Z have a unique
greatest common divisor in 1 + 3Z, which we denote by gcd(`, `′). For example,
gcd(40, 100) = −20.

Proposition 8.1.
1. (Wm′)+(Wm′′)+(Wm′′′) =⇒ (Wm′−m′′+m′′′).
2. If 1 + 3m | 1 + 3m′ then (Wm) =⇒ (Wm′).
3. (W′`) + (W′`′) =⇒ (W′gcd(`,`′)).

Proof. For completeness we copy the proof of the case p = −1 from [6, Lemma 3.1]:

assuming (Wm), we have that xλ
−2m

(yx)λ
−(2m+1)

= xρ
2m

(yx)ρ
2m+1 (11)

= ((yx)ρ
m ·

yρ
m+1

)ρ
m · ((yx)ρ

m

)ρ
m+1 (11)

= (yρ
m+1

)ρ
m

= yλ
−2m−1

, proving (W−2m−1).

1. Assume (Wm′), (Wm′′) and (Wm′′′) hold. Applying (13) and (14) alterna-
tively, we have that

ρm
′−m′′+m′′′`xρ

−(m′−m′′+m′′′) = ρm
′′′
λm
′′
ρm
′
`xρ
−m′λ−m

′′
ρ−m

′′′

= ρm
′′′
λm
′′
r−1
xρm

′+1λ
−m′′ρ−m

′′′

= ρm
′′′
`
xρm

′−m′′ ρ−m
′′′

= r−1
xρm

′−m′′+m′′′+1 ,

which is (Wm′−m′′+m′′′).
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2. Taking m′,m′′ in the previous claim to be m and −2m − 1, it now follows
that (W′1+3m)+ (W′(1+3p)(1+3m)) = (W′1+3m)+ (W′(4+3p)(1+3m)), and we are
done by induction on p.

3. Let I ⊆ 1 + 3Z be the set of integers p for which (W′p) is a consequence of
the pair (W′`) and (W′`′). Let a ∈ I be minimal in terms of absolute value.
Assuming a does not divide gcd(`, `′), let b be a minimal element of I, in
terms of absolute value, not divisible by a. By (15) we have that −2a ∈ I. If
a, b have different signs, then −a−b = a−b+(−2a) ∈ I by the first part, but
|−a− b| < |b|. If a, b have the same sign, then again 2a− b = a− b+ a ∈ I,
but |2a− b| =

∣∣2ab − 1
∣∣|b| < |b| because |a| < |b|. In either case we have a

contradiction.

Corollary 8.2. Let L be any loop. The set of integers p ∈ 1 + 3Z for which L
satisfies (W′p), if nonempty, is a principal ideal.

Thus, if L satisfies any of the m-inverse properties, there is a minimal one, of
which all of the others are formal consequences of. This may be called the “inverse
level” of L. Corollary 8.2 is shown in [5] by using isotrophisms.

8.2. m-inverse for loop extensions
As always, let Q be a group acting on an abelian group K.

Proposition 8.3. Let m be an odd integer. For c ∈ C2(Q,K), L = (K,Q, c)
satisfies (Wm) if and only if

(αβ)(3m+1)/2c = c.

Proof. Write m = 2n+ 1. By (5)–(6) we have that

(kq)ρ
2n

= (ψc)nq · kq, (16)

regardless of the sign of n. Taking x = kp and y = k′q in (11), acting by pq on the
resulting equality and rearranging, we find that (K,Q, c) is has the property (Wm)
if and only

cp,q = (δ1γ)p,q(δ
1ψc)np,qγ

−p
p−1c

pq
(pq)−1,p.

Next, we compute by Equation (7) that ((αβ)2c)p,q = (δ1γ)p,qγ
−p
p−1c

pq
(pq)−1,p.

Applying Proposition 5.6 to (αβ)2c in place of c, we then find that

((αβ)3n+2c)p,q = (δ1γ)p,q(δ
1ψc)np,qγ

−p
p−1c

pq
(pq)−1,p,

and the result follows.

Remark 8.4. In terms of n, Proposition 8.3 reads that L = (K,Q, c) satisfies
(W2n+1) if and only if (αβ)3n+2c = c. To cover the other non-zero residue of 3
substitute −n−1 for n, to find that (W−(2n+1)) holds if and only if (αβ)−(3n+1)c =
c, which is equivalent to (αβ)3n+1c = c.
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Taking m = −1 in Proposition 8.3 recaptures the fact that C2(Q,K)
〈αβ〉

corresponds to the weak inverse property, (WI). For m = 1 we obtain that

C2(Q,K)
〈(αβ)2〉 is the doubly weak inverse property (W2IP). More generally,

taking m = (−2)k−1
3 , we obtain:

Corollary 8.5. The extension L = (K,Q, c) satisfies the property (WkIP) if and

only if c ∈ C2(Q,K)

〈
(αβ)2

k−1
〉
.

8.3. Generalizations of (H)
Let (Hm) denote the property of a loop that ρ2m, equivalently λ2m, are homomor-
phisms. Here m is allowed to be negative. By [6, Lemma 3.1],

(W′2`) =⇒ (H`)

for any ` ≡ 2 (mod 3); for example, (WkIP) =⇒ (H2k−1

); and in particular
(WI)= (W1IP) =⇒ (H1) = (H).

The following proposition complements Proposition 8.3, as we see in the theo-
rem below.

Proposition 8.6. The following are equivalent for the loop (K,Q, c):

1. (Hn) (namely λ2n and ρ2n are homomorphisms)

2. (δ1ψc)n = 1.

3. (αβ)3nc = c.

Proof. Since (kq)ρ
2n

= (ψc)nq · kq by Example 16, it immediately follows that ρ2n
is a homomorphism if and only if (δ1ψ(cm) = 1. But by Proposition 5.6 we also
have that (αβ)3nc = (δ1ψc)n · c.

The same computation yields the following observation, concerning weak ver-
sions of (Inv):

Proposition 8.7. The following are equivalent for c ∈ C2(Q,K):

1. λ2n = 1 holds in (K,Q, c).

2. (ψc)n = 1.

8.4. Invariants of even subgroups
Theorem 8.8. The subspaces of C2(Q,K) fixed under subgroups of C∞ = 〈αβ〉
are

(W2n+1) = C2(Q,K)
〈(αβ)3n+2〉

and
(Hn) = C2(Q,K)

〈(αβ)3n〉
.
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Proof. Combine Remark 8.4 and Proposition 8.6, noting that any nontrivial sub-
group of 〈αβ〉 can be uniquely represented in one of the forms

〈
(αβ)3n+2

〉
(for

n ∈ Z) and
〈
(αβ)3n

〉
(for n > 0).

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The action ofD∞ on C2(Q,K) is defined in Proposition 5.2.
The subspaces fixed under odd subgroups are given in Theorem 7.1. The subspaces
fixed under even subgroups are given in Theorem 8.8.

9. Extensions of Z4

In this final section we describe the extensions (K,Q, c) for Q = 〈σ〉 the cyclic
group of order 4, acting on an arbitrary abelian group K. This is a case of interest
in light of the fact that any Buchsteiner loop is a nuclear extension of an abelian
group of exponent 4 (see [6, Theorem 7.14]).

For brevity we denote cσi,σj = cij (and aσi = ai), and write c in a 3×3 matrix
form, omitting the trivial row and column corresponding to the identity element
of Q.

We are interested in c up to equivalence, so we may multiply c by δ1a for
some a ∈ C1(Q,K). Note that (δ1a)2 = a1a

σ
1a
−1
2 and (δ1a)3 = a1a

σ
2a
−1
3 , so

choosing a2 and then a3 properly, we may henceforth assume c11 = c12 = 1.
Equivalence under this reduction amounts to entry-wise multiplication by δ1a = 1 1 N(a1)

1 N(a1) N(a1)
N(a1) N(a1) N(a1)

 whereN(k) = kkσkσ
2

kσ
3

and a1 ∈ K is arbitrary. Solving

the equations in Proposition 3.1 for cij ∈ K, we find:

Proposition 9.1. The conditions for the loop (K,Z4, c) to satisfy the respective
properties are as follows:

(LI) if c ≈

 1 1 k

k′ π πk′
−σ2

kσ
3

kσ
3

kσ
3

 for k, k′, π ∈ K with πσ
2

= π.

(RI) if c ≈

 1 1 k
k′ π kσ

kσ
3

πσ kσ
2

k′
−1

 for k, k′, π ∈ K with πσ
2

= π.

(WI) if c ≈

 1 1 k
π k k′

π−1k π−1k′σ
3

k′σ
2

 for k, k′, π ∈ K with πσ = π−1.

(AI) if c ≈

 1 1 k
k′ π πkσk−1

kσ
3

πσkσ
3

k−1k′
−σ

π−1kσ
2

kσ
3

 for k, k′, π ∈ K with πσ
2

= π.
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(Inv) if c13 = cσ31 and cσ
2

22 = c22.

(H) if there is µ ∈ K such that c13 = µ−1cσ31 and cσ
2

22 = µµσc22.

Intersecting any two of the conditions for (LI), (RI), (AI) and (WI), we obtain:

Proposition 9.2. (K,Q, c) has (IP) when c ≈

 1 1 π
ππ−σ π πσ

πσ πσ πσ

 for π ∈ K satis-

fying πσ
2

= π. This loop is a group when π ∈ Kσ.

Letting N : K → K denote the function N(k) = kkσkσ
2

kσ
3

, Proposition 9.2
gives a 1-to-1 correspondence between Kσ2

/N(K) and extensions of Z4 satisfy-
ing (IP), extending the well known correspondence between H2(Z4,K) = Kσ/N(K)
and group extensions.

As a complement to Proposition 2.1, we now give counterexamples for each of
the implications (LI), (RI), (AI), (WI) + (Inv) =⇒ (IP).

Corollary 9.3. For each of the four halves, there is a loop of order 8, in fact an
extensions of Q = Z4 by K = Z2, satisfying this property as well as (Inv), but not
any of the other three.

Proof. In any of the formulas of Proposition 9.1 take π = k′ = 1 and k 6= 1 to
avoid the form of Proposition 9.2.

Let K(2) denote the 2-torsion subgroup of K.

Proposition 9.4. Let K be an abelian group on which Q = Z4 acts. The following
are equivalent:

1. (WI) =⇒ (Inv) for loops of the form L = (K,Z4, c);

2. (H) =⇒ (Inv) for loops of the form L = (K,Z4, c);

3. K(2) = 1 and the action is trivial.

Proof. 2. =⇒ 1. because (WI) =⇒ (H).
1. =⇒ 3. By Proposition 9.1, the condition for (Inv) is that c31 = cσ

3

13 and
cσ

2

22 = c22. For the function c given in the same proposition for (WI), this holds
when kσ

2

= k and π = kk−σ (which imply πσ = π−1). If the action is nontrivial
these conditions are countered by taking π = 1 and k 6∈ Kσ. If the action is trivial
and there are elements of order 2, take π to be such an element and k = 1. It
follows that the action is trivial and K(2) = 1.

3. =⇒ 2. Again by Proposition 9.1, (H) =⇒ (Inv) if µµσ = πσ
2

π−1 implies
µ = 1. This condition can be written as (µπσπ−1)(µπσπ−1)σ = 1, or equivalently
µ ∈ Ker(1 +σ)Im(1−σ), viewing K as a Z[Q]-module, written multiplicatively. If
the action is trivial and there are no elements of order 2, we have that Im(1−σ) = 1
and Ker(1 + σ) = Ker(2) = 1.
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Recall that (LI), (RI) and (AI) each imply (Inv). Following the recipe in the
first part of Proposition 9.4, we construct an example showing that (WI) 6=⇒(Inv)
for loop extensions.

Example 9.5. Let L =
{
εiσj

}
i∈Z3, j∈Z4

be the (monogenic) loop of order 12 with

multiplication rule εiσj ·εi′σj′ = εi+(−1)ji′+δj,−j′ (1−δj,0)σj+j
′
. Then L satisfies (WI)

but not (Inv). (This is the loop (Z3,Z4, c) where Z4 acts by inversion and c is
taken from the formula for (WI) in Proposition 9.1 with k = ε and k′ = π = 1.)

Remark 9.6. An extension L = (K,Q, c) is commutative if Q is commutative, its
action on K is trivial, and cp,q = cq,p for all p, q. When Q = Z4, assuming com-
mutativity means that either (LI) or (RI) implies associativity. On the other hand
the examples for (AI) 6=⇒(IP) and (WI) 6=⇒(IP) in Corollary 9.3 are commutative.
Example 9.5 for (WI) 6=⇒(Inv) is flexible, but not commutative.

As noted in Remark 5.3, 〈α, β〉 acts on the quotient space C2(Q,K)/B2(Q,K),
namely on extensions up to equivalence. Clearly,

C2(Q,K)
〈α〉
/B2(Q,K) ≤ (C2(Q,K)/B2(Q,K))〈α〉,

and likewise for β (or any group action). If K2 = 1 this is an equality, because
αc = c · δ1a implies (δ1a)2 = 1. However, when K has 2-torsion the situation is
more delicate:

Example 9.7. Let Q = Z4 act on K = 〈t0, t1, t2, t3〉∼= (Z2)4 by permuting the

indices. Consider the cocycle c =

 1 1 1
1 t0t1 t0t1

t0t1t2t3 t0t1t2t3 t0t1t2t3

.

Then (K,Q, c)∼= (K,Q,αc) because αc · c−1 ∈ B2(Q,K), but αc 6= c, and
indeed (K,Q, c) does not satisfy (LI): t0t1t2t3σ2 = (σ2)λ · (σ2 · σ2) 6= σ2.

Similar examples can be constructed for the other properties.
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